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of energy transfer in dendrimers
can be manipulated by these coherent control methods remains an
open question that should be furOCH3 H3CO
ther investigated. In liquids, coherH3CO
OCH3
ent control is typically compromised by decoherence unless the
dynamical processes of interest are
H3CO
H3CO
ultrafast. Otherwise, chromophoresolvent interactions randomize the
quantum phases very quickly, renACCEPTOR
dering coherent control techniques
ineffective. At later times, coherent control is ruled out by decoherS2
ence, and the dynamics can only
S1
Exciton migration
be controlled by manipulating the
1-photon
laser intensity proﬁle.
pump
The success reported by Kuroda
2-photon
et
al. ( 5) in achieving “pumppump
Decay
pump” laser control of excitaFluorescence
GS
tions in dendrimer antennas and
the similarities between the charInitial state
acterized control mechanism and
DONOR ACCEPTOR
other double-pulse laser control
Exciton coordinate
scenarios should motivate further
experimental and theoretical work.
Delayed subpulse
Much remains unknown about the
coherent and incoherent aspects of
~70 fs
Time
Energy migration under control. Kuroda et al. (top) achieved energy migration in light-harvestlaser control of energy migration in a donor-acceptor dendrimer ing systems, including the potenantenna. The “pump-pump” control mechanism (bottom) involves tial role that quantum interfera two-photon excitation to a ﬁrst excited state (S1), immediately ences might play during the early
followed by a one-photon transition to a second excited state (S2), time relaxation ( 12). Many of
detouring the system away from nonradiative decay pathways.
these fundamental aspects could
be learned from understanding
another pulse at 800 nm. Such a bichromatic laser control of energy ﬂow at the molecdouble-pulse experiment demonstrated that ular scale, where branching ratios between
a delayed femtosecond pulse, applied soon coherent and incoherent relaxation pathafter the ﬁrst excitation, could indeed pump ways could be controlled either by affecting
the system to a second excited state, as in the quantum interferences or by driving auxilproposed “pump-pump” scenario.
iary transitions through the manipulation of
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the acceptor energy trap (see the ﬁgure, top
panel). These extended π-conjugated structures, attached to a central ring that is tethered to the acceptor perylene moiety, function
as biomimetic light-harvesting systems by
absorbing ultraviolet-visible light and transferring the captured energy to the perylene
trap. Such a mechanism mimics the primary
steps of natural photosynthesis, where solar
energy is harvested by multichromophoric
aggregates and then funneled to an energy
trap where reactions are initiated.
The laser control reported by Kuroda et
al. reveals fundamental aspects of energy
ﬂow mechanisms that might be common to
a variety of branched dendrimers. In most
para-conjugated dendrimers (i.e., linear
chains), the optically excited charged carriers
are thought to move coherently and become
fully delocalized across the molecular aggregate. In contrast, meta-substitutions (i.e.,
branched chains) are thought to decouple
the constituent linear segments (6). Therefore, coherent and incoherent energy transfer
pathways usually compete (6, 7).
To optimize energy transfer, Kuroda et
al. designed laser pulses by using closedloop optimal control experiments. Pulses
shaped by maximization of the trap ﬂuorescence were compared to those obtained by
maximization of the dendrimer absorption.
An important ﬁnding was that the optimum
pulse was essentially a double pulse. The
initial spike component was followed by a
weaker subpulse, delayed by ~70 fs. From
the analysis of such pulses, a “pump-pump”
control mechanism was proposed (see the
ﬁgure, bottom panel) in which the ﬁrst pulse
component pumps the absorption according to a nonresonant two-photon excitation,
while the delayed subpulse promotes the system from the ﬁrst excited state to a second
excited state resonantly accessed through a
one-photon transition. Such a mechanism
controls (enhances) the trap fluorescence
yield as the excitation to the second excited
state detours the system away from detrimental nonradiative pathways. This control
scheme can be placed alongside other double-pulse control scenarios, including the
“pump-dump” method (8), in which the second transition dumps the system to a lower
energy state instead of pumping it up to a
higher energy level.
To support the proposed mechanism,
Kuroda et al. performed several auxiliary
experiments, including a pump-probe measurement where the dendrimer was resonantly excited with an ultrafast ~400-nm
pump pulse (equivalent to the two-photon excitation at 800 nm) and probed with
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